A chest of drawers for clothing, etc
Falsehood
To express or personify in defined form
To place obstacles in the way of
Cheap, unwilling to spend money
Stem and cold in appearance or manner
To acknowledge grudgingly or hesitantly
To reduce or lessen by use, exhaustion, or waste
Conditions or practices conducive to health
A square shaped shaft with pyramidal top
To perform a function
One among the first to explore an area
To live in a monotonous, passive way
Rapid motion; speed
Of unknown authorship
A characterizing mark or trait
To gain supremacy or victory by superior force
Pertaining to the beginning or early times
Feeling or expression of regret
A position where one lacks liberty
To displace in favor of another
Pertaining to or involving a charge of wrongdoing
Payment for a service with no customary set price
Having courage or spirit
Any unusual occurrence
Tending to consent to others' wishes; agreeable
Small crime
Body of citizens entitled to elect representatives
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